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SMALLER CLUSTERS IN GRACE CHURCH 

 
Whole-church priorities for the academic year 2015-16: 
 

 Partnership: bedding into Advance so that the whole church begins to feel the benefit of partnering 
with an apostolic sphere.  

 

 Ownership: God’s commission to make disciples through planting and strengthening churches was 
never meant to be only for the few. We all have a part to play as we give our lives to this great 
purpose. 

 

 Mutual responsibility: every one of us is called to be a disciple who makes disciples of others. This 
means that we have a responsibility to be intentional in ‘passing on’ what we have learned and 
received from God to help others in their walk with Jesus.  

 
“Let us consider how we may spur one another on towards love and good deeds. Let us not give up meeting 
together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another – and all the more as you see the 
Day approaching.” (Hebrews 10:24-25) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Clusters may happen in place of a whole-group gathering, or in addition to a whole-group gathering. 
 

 These groups consist of between 2 to 4 people (with 3 being the ideal). 
 

 Meeting times/places are agreed by smaller group members themselves; responsibility for organising 
meetings of smaller groups does not rest on community group leaders. 

 

 Clusters are flexible, not fixed: 
o Need to be ready to accommodate new group members – this means a smaller group may 

well multiply. 
o Makeup of a cluster may change if it isn’t working particularly effectively. 

 

 We need to be intentional in discouraging the formation of cliques. 
 
The idea behind smaller clusters is to strengthen disciple-making across the church. We're going to adopt a 
very organic and flexible approach: while we particularly want to encourage relationship within community 

Sunday gathering Community groups 

Worship, vision, teaching, unity, 
prayer, mutual encouragement, 
news & leadership. Our Sundays 
are focused on broadly exploring 
the gospel and are for regular 
attendees and guests.  

People gather around a shared 
shared commitment to disciple 
one another. CGs give space to 
form friendships, prayer, worship 
and encouragement to respond to 
what God is saying. These groups 
are diverse. 

Smaller groups of 2-4 people 
provide contexts for deepening 
relationships and exercising 
mutual responsibility. Focus is 
on helping one another to grow 
up, in and out. MAY be 
homogeneous. Single-sex. 

Smaller clusters 
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UP 

IN OUT 

knowing God 

life on life together on mission 

every believer’s 
walk with Jesus 

groups, we recognise that clusters may cross over community groups (we're drawing dotted lines around 
everything). We don't see clusters as a programme, or as a one size fits all. So if people are already meeting 
together for the purpose of discipleship, and those gatherings are intentional and effective, then we don't see 
smaller clusters replacing/preventing the good things that are already going on. 
 

We see these clusters emerging out of dialogue with elders, community group leaders and church members. 
We're not in any rush over this, and we're giving them a year to get bedded in. My perennial worry where 
discipleship is concerned is that our choice for a relationship-based model in place of a programmatized 
model runs the risk of encouraging the formation of 'closed' friendship circles and people getting 
ignored/falling through the cracks. This is why we're putting a special emphasis on relationships in CGs. 
 
What are we asking people to do/talk about in their clusters? 
 
A disciple of Jesus is growing in all 3 directions.  
 
Creative tension: if any aspect is neglected, the shape of 
a Christian’s life is distorted. 
 
Provides a framework for conversation as we talk about: 

 What is God saying to you?  

 What is your next step?  
 
 
MORE DETAILED QUESTIONS BASED ON UP, IN, OUT 
 
UP (prayer/Bible/worship/giving/faith/forgiveness/spiritual pathways) 
 

 What is my relationship with God like right now? Where am I finding it most difficult to trust him? 

 What is God’s biggest rival for my devotion right now? 

 What steps can I take to grow in my relationship with God? 
 
IN (relationships/hospitality/serving/discipleship/community group) 
 

 Whose life am I investing in regularly and meaningfully right now? 

 What are the factors that are hindering me from opening up my life and home to others in the 
church? 

 What steps can I take to strengthen my involvement in the church family? 
 
OUT (neighbours/work life/inviting/sharing faith) 
 

 Am I making the most of the opportunities to serve God where I am? To what extent am I 
intentionally investing in relationships with others and looking for opportunities to share my faith 
with them? 

 What is the biggest obstacle to me being fully involved in the mission of Jesus? 

 What steps can I take to be more effective in mission? 
 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 

Consider: 

 Who is Jesus asking you to be particularly intentional about serving? 

 Who would you like to get to know better/receive input from? 
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